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Abstract— Web Usage Mining (WUM) is the process of generating interesting behavior patterns that helps in
analyzing of website usage. The frequency access of to any website is not consistent for the given span of interval. The
administrator has to mine the patterns for knowing the regular usage and usage during the increased access of the
website. In this paper we discuss the problems created with the pages designed with the concept of Content
Management System (CMS) and show the mining process for supporting this problem.
Keywords— Web Usage Mining, Master Page, Data Preprocessing, CMS, Sessionization process by merging uri_stem
and uri_query.
I.
INTRODUCTION
The early methods of WUM can be seen in [1] and [2]. In the recent years, there has been much research on WUM [3],
[4], [5], [6]. However, data preprocessing has received far less attention than it deserves. Data Preprocessing is the basic
and first step of the Web Usage mining process, the outcomes of this phase impact the next phases as it is an pipelining
of input and output from one phase to another. If we get better and accurate result from the first step then only we can
improve the mined patterns' quality and save algorithm's running time. It is especially important to process web log files,
in respect that the structure of web log files are not the same, they are not structured and complete due to various
causations. So it is especially necessary to pre-process web log files in web usage mining. As more organizations make
use of the Internet and the World Wide Web to convey information, the conventional approaches to web site evaluation
need to be revised [7]. Before the web site can be improved, its current usage needs to be evaluated. Usability evaluation
is the process of collecting data about the usability of a design by a specified group of users for a specific activity within
a specified environment [8]. The representation of these pages or scripts originates from the web server log. A user
session is the click stream of web pages for a single user across the entire web [9].Methods for user identification,
sessionzing, and path completion, are presented in [10]. WUM [16] techniques give description about the behaviour of
the users , so that we can correlate the relationship of in order to extract relationships in the recorded data.
The paper is organized into sections which include significance of Preprocessing phase, Steps taken to clean the log
data, identify users, perform sessionization and show the experimental results, followed by conclusion and references.
II. SIGNIFICANCE OF PREPROCESSING PHASE
Preprocessing phase is an important phase in WUM and it needs to be moulded with different parameters based on the
purpose of mining process. The paper shows the mining process for the scenario where a website is designed using CMS
in which master page is designed and content of secondary pages is loaded from the database. These secondary pages are
given unique numbers to retrieve from the database. Due to these characteristics of pages designed using CMS it is
difficult to identify these pages uniquely by name, so this is one of the troubleshooting areas when certain patterns are to
be generated as part of the mining process [17]. For example if administrator of the site wishes to generate per page
frequency of the pages of a given site, then certain tools don’t support the per page frequency of pages designed using
CMS, and the tools that support this functionality generate the report using the page ID number, not by name. So the
generated reports give per page frequency but it may not be so useful, as looking to Page ID doesn’t give information
which page frequency is shown. This is one of the key aspects to focus in our preprocessing phase. The next aspect is to
generate the patterns for certain special events of a given website. The special events can be specific to a given website, if
we consider a website for University , the access of site will be different when we have some events like admission
process, recruitment process, workshop details, etc. To generate the patterns for these special events we need to specify
interval of time during which these events are occurred. This feature is available with current tools, but we need to
specify a range of dates for which we need to generate the patterns, for the administrator of site it is not possible to
remember all the range of dates for which these patterns are to be generated. This is the second key issues for our mining
process. To achieve the above goals of our mining process we have moulded the preprocessing phase according to our
requirement. The major purpose of preprocessing phase we are designing is to extract useful data from raw web log and
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then transform these data in to the form necessary for further processing. This phase leads to the benefits of reducing the
size of log file and increase the quality of the data.
The basic steps of our preprocessing phase[18] includes Data cleaning, User Identification, Session Identification, Path
Completion, Generating Academic Events and Generating site structure which include generating site map and mapping
of page ID with page Name. This paper includes the algorithm and results for the first three steps: Data Cleaning, User
Identification and Session Identification. WUM application in the distance education domain is given by Carlos G.
Marquardt, [11] in which they mould the phase of preprocessing as their requirement. Doru Tanasa et al. [12] perform
data structuration and summarization to form the Data warehouse construction. A tool namely LODAP was constructed
by G. Castellano et al.[13] to perform data cleaning, data structuration and data filtering. K. R. Suneetha et al.[ [14]
performed Data Cleaning, User Identification , Session Identification and constructed data warehouse. G T Raju, et.
al.[15] performed Merging of log files, Data Cleaning, Identification of Users, Sessions, Page Views, and Visits. Table 1
shows the comparison of the proposed work with the related work.
TABLE 1
COMPARISON of the Proposed work with the Related work.

III. DATA CLEANING AND USER IDENTIFICATION
Data Cleaning : Data cleaning means eliminate the irrelevant information (information which is not useful for the further
process, or even misleading or faulty )from the original Web log file and exchange the Web log as data-base which is
convenient for further processing. Steps for Data Cleaning are as below,
 Download the W3C Extended Log file from internet.
 Parse the raw log file according to delimiter and convert it to appropriate fields of W3C Extended log file format.
 Remove all other entries which have other then .html, .asp,.aspx,.php extensions. These also include log entries
which do not have any URL in the URL entry.
 Remove log entries having code other then 200 and 304 from the file.
 Remove entries with request methods except GET and POST.
 Remove web crawlers, robots, Spiders.
After the implementation of these steps cleaned log data is stored in the database.
User Identification: User identification means identifying each user accessing Web site, whose goal is to mine every
user’s access characteristic. Steps for User Identification
 Read record from the cleaned log database.
 If new IP address then add new record the IP address, browser and OS details and increment the count of
number of users.
 If IP address is already present then compare the browser and OS details if not same then increment the count of
number of users.
 Repeat the above steps until all records are processed.
After the implementation of these steps user are identified and the data is stored in the database.
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IV. SESSION IDENTIFICATION
After user identification, the pages accessed by each user must be divided into individual sessions, which is known as
session identification. The goal of session identification is to find what users accessed during the visit to the website and
correlate multiple requests from each user. There are various problems that make this phase complex, some of them are
HTTP is a stateless protocol which means that every request is taken independent of the other request, there is no relation
in the multiple requests given by the same client, Catching is performed either by proxy server or browser, which means
that a single IP address can be associated with different user sessions, User may visit the website more than once so the
server logs more than one entry for the user. Various session identification techniques have been proposed like Time
based Heuristics using combination of IP address and User Agent, Time based Heuristics using Cookies, User explicitly
logs in by registration. This proposed research uses first technique mentioned above, IP address + User-Agent + Time
Heuristics to generate sessions. The main benefit of considering this technique is, that the details are always available as
part of log file and no extra detailing is required to perform sessionization.
The simplest method of achieving this is through a timeout, where if the time between page requests exceeds a certain
limit, it is assumed that the user is starting a new session. We use 30 minutes as a default timeout based on the empirical
data.
Steps of session identification
 Read records from the log file of a particular date.
 If there is a new user, then there is a new session.
 If the time between the page requests exceeds a certain limits (30 Minutes), it is assumed that the user is starting
a new session. ( For same IP addresses)
 Read the uri_stem & uri_query for each record and concate it, to form the uri.
 Repeat the above steps until all sessions are formed
 Once sessions are identified, read individual sessions for a given user concat all the pages accessed by the users
in a given session and time taken to access all pages in a given session.
After the implementation of these steps sessions for the users are identified and the data is stored in the database.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Currently there are lots of open source tools available to perform pre-processing task, for example log parser lizard is
one of the open source tools available for performing the required task. Initially we had implemented the algorithm steps
using Log parser lizard tool [18], but for performing steps with the tool we need to perform lots of intermediate tasks like,
managing to write queries, storing intermediate results and performing other utility tasks using MS Excel, for cleaning a
single file. All these activities include lots of extra overhead so it becomes a error prone and time consuming process.
Also certain automated facilities are not as per the requirement of the moulded mining process. Another objective is to
generate per page frequency but the pages designed with CMS are generated with page ID and not page Name, so biding
of ID and Name is not done by certain tools like state counter is a tool which support the generation of per page
frequency but it generates report with page ID and not with name so it may not be informative. So taking these points
into consideration we have prepared our own tool for our mining process namely UWAD (University Website Access
Domain), and now the above algorithm steps are implemented using this tool. The next session shows the results
generated using this tool. Figure 1 shows the use of tool for selecting the file to pre-process and after that the summary of
details of the cleaning process. Table3 shows the summary of the Data Cleaning process. Figure 2 reflects the cleaned
log data.

Fig. 1

(a) : Shows the tool to select file for preprocessing
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF THE CLEANING PROCESS.

Fig. 2 Snapshot of log data after the cleaning process
Figure 3 shows the interface for selecting the cleaned log file for User Identification and shows the total users and unique
users of the file. Figure 4 show the entry of users generated from the file. Figure 5 shows that a user with same IP can be
treated as a different user as the agent is different.

Fig. 3 ( a) Selecting Cleaned log for User Identification
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Fig. 4 Snapshot of Users Identified

Fig. 5 Snapshot of 5 different users with same IP address but different user agent
Figure 6 shows the interface for selecting the cleaned log file for Session Identification and shows the total sessions
generated for the selected file. Figure 7 show the entry of sessions generated from the file. It shows the individual pages
accessed by all the users, in a given session.

Fig. 6 Snapshot of generating sessions

Fig. 7 Snapshot of sessions generated
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Figure 8 shows the session generated for an individual user. It shows all the pages accessed by a single user during a
given session. After all pages are identified they are merged using a symbol “|”. Figure 9 shows the merging of all pages
accessed during a given session for an individual user. Table 4 shows the summary of users and sessions identified for a
given file.

Fig. 8 Snapshot of sessions generated for particular user id 1.

Fig. 9 Snapshot of all uri’s separated by “|” within a given session for an individual user id 1.
TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF USER AND SESSION IDENTIFICATION

VI. CONCLUSION
Performing sessions is an important part of the mining process , we have presented the sessionization process for the
pages designed using the CMS, to handle them our process concates the uri_stem & uri_query of individual request
which forms the entire uri , and after that all the uri’s given within an identified session are merged to form the total set
of pages accessed during a session. This step of mining further leads to input of Path completion where the duplicate
pages will be removed and the missing pages will be added followed by mapping of Page ID with Page Name, to make
the information more productive.
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